Premier Issue: The Project

"The Project" "crystalized" in its presently conceived form from a "solution" of my rich and varied experiences over the last 15 years as a rare document and book researcher for Alpine Enterprises and as an avid reader of the now defunct Conspiracy Digest.

Alpine Enterprises provided a vital, pathbreaking function for the burgeoning, "ruling class/conspiracy" research movement. The concept of conspiracy research "proper" was differentiated from crass efforts to make propaganda points through conspiracy analyses. No longer are conspiracy theories necessarily propounded merely to malign the policies and values of ones enemies and to bolster ones own values and policies. No longer are conspiracy theories necessarily "concocted" merely to make points for or against free enterprise, for or against progress, for or against isolationism, for or against nationalism, for or against world government, for or against atheism, for or against various religions, for or against racism, for or against environmentalism, for or against various life styles, for or against limited government, etc. etc. Now, a few researchers, although constantly tempted to slip back into their former mendacity, are directing their efforts toward building an objective world view of the international spiritual/politico-economic power structure. Paradoxically, as the effort toward objectivity increased and the effort to "win minds" decreased the impact on public opinion increased!

Conspiracy Digest had a fatal flaw, however. It rapidly radiated its research energy in all directions and like an exploding firecracker in the mind, too quickly collapsed into wreckage.

The Project

"The Project" is a "directed" research and "networking" project aimed at creating an objectively correct world view of world spiritual/politico-economic power through the scientific method. Basic hypotheses will be formulated by intuiting from the mass of our historical and current events knowledge and socio/psycho/spiritual insights. Specific implications of the basic hypotheses will be deduced and these implications will be tested against reality. Hypotheses will be altered based on the results of such testing. Testing will consist of ordinary, scholarly research methods as well as extraordinary methods such as covert penetration and "networking."

Networking. Networking is an explosive concept for human cooperation outside "Establishment" channels. To vastly multiply the hypothesizing, inductive, deductive, and evidence gathering power of the project we will be earnestly recruiting "corresponding," "participating," and "supporting" subscribers as well as regular "passive" subscribers.
Covert Intelligence Gathering. Frankly, we are going to solicit "truth agents" to penetrate Establishment institutions under various "covers" in our attempts to test various hypotheses. We will undertake no illegal activities, however. We are confident that all we need are "leads" to publically available, but unscrutinized or misinterpreted information. Careful cross checking will be necessary to avoid the possibility of intentional misdirection.

The Initial Hypotheses

British Empire. Our major hypotheses, as indicated in the masthead is that there is a master world conspiracy and that it consists of an ancient, but evolving power group best identified as the "Neo-British Empire" (hereafter NBE). For those unaware of the overwhelming historic and current significance of the NBE and its control mechanism The City please see Carroll Quigley and Knuth in the reading list. The City is the Bank of England and its surrounding governmentally autonomous financial district where sit the Caesars of world finance to exercise the control of their global money cartel.

Right-wingers such as Gary Allen and Cleon Skousen have presented this viewpoint in a truncated form unduly emphasizing the "treason to America" and pro-Communist aspects of the NBE power group. Lyndon LaRouche through New Solidarity and his Democratic Policy Committee has done a great deal of detailed research from this point-of-view. However, he has made his research suspect by making it subservient to his personal political aspirations and policy agenda. Liberty Lobby has shown promise by re-printing Knuth's classic and re-instituting Populism, the NBE's historic opponent in America.

Power Groups. To bridge the gap between "conspiracy" and history, that is, to respond to the charge that it is ludicrous to claim that "history is a conspiracy," we will be utilizing Plumme's concept of organic "power group." See his classic Untold History.

We will be fleshing-out the proposition in detail that the NBE or Perfidious Albion functions as a multi-headed beast, or "power organism," in all areas of human endeavor. Besides spiritual, psychological, military, economic, and political matters, we will trace the power organism's trail in the arts and physical sciences. We will also separate the objective, if evil philosophies upon which the elite control centers of the organism base their manipulations from the fraudulent philosophies designed to control the expendable.

Dialectic Method The NBE exerts its control over events through the Hegelian "dialectic." This is equivalent to the "divide and conquer" or "divide and control" tactics of which Perfidious Albion has been accused historically. In all fields of human concern the NBE conceives and sets near equal forces against each other, Thesis vs. Antithesis, retaining the "balance of power," required for "policy making" or "synthesis," i.e. control. This process preys upon deep weaknesses of the human psyche which only the highest initiates of secret societies have mastered.

Although we are just beginning to probe the "inner psychic secrets" of the elite, we find the writings of Jung, Gurdjieff, and Crowley the best candidates for possibly illuminating the sources of power. While we are currently assuming the "occult" is a snare to befuddle the credulous and hide the real spiritual secrets of human consciousness, we will, of course, keep our minds open!
Secret Societies. At this stage, we will be postulating that the Illuminati, Masons, Knights of the Golden Circle, Skull and Bones, Round Table Group, etc. are "high" level organs of the NBE power group primarily used to infiltrate and thereby control "friendly" or destabilize "target" institutions and governments. For instance, it is clear that Masons, controlled ultimately from London, have held key positions in American government and governments around the world. Also, it is clear that London benefited from the Illuminati led destabilization of France, Britain's historic enemy, during the French Revolution.

International Bankers vs Nobility. Clearly, the bankers hold the physical-monetary reins of power through Central Banking. However, they are merely conspiring individuals, easily replaceable, and are transcended by the power organism itself which has a life of its own. Remember, the Rothschilds earned their "noble" position in the Empire by smuggling gold to Wellington in the fight against Napoleon. The empire rewards its own, but holds them to eternal service!

We are investigating the premise that the British Nobility may still hold ultimate spiritual sway a la the movie The Legacy (Was Lord Mt. Olive supposed to be Lord Mountbatten?) Clearly, the Monarchy itself is not so easily replaceable in the organism, but may no longer be necessary either!

Prestige Associations. The Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderbergers, Royal Institute of International Affairs, Trilateral Commission, and a multitude of lesser Establishment associations are clearly for organizing acceptable public opinion and for carrying out the dialectic process at the operational level among the "leading lights" of each important field of human activity.
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Three Classic Exposés by the Master Conspiriologist, Emanuel M. Josephson

THE "FEDERAL" RESERVE CONSPIRACY and the Rockefellers

The Truth About ROCKEFELLER, Public Enemy No. 1: Studies In Criminal Psychopathy

THE STRANGE DEATH of FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
A History of the Roosevelt-Delanoff Dynasty - America's Royal Family

by Emanuel Josephson

THESE THREE LONG OUT-OF-PRINT WORKS BY EMANUEL M. JOSEPHSON ARE PART OF "THE BLACKED-OUT HISTORY SERIES" WRITTEN FROM 1948 TO 1968. THEY COMprise A UNIQUE AND PENETRATING LOOK INTO THE SECRET ORIGINS AND FRIGHTENING GROWTH OF ABSOLUTE AMERICAN OLIGARCHICAL POWER DURING THE CENTURY OF THE "LIBERAL" REVOLUTION. EXPERTLY, AND WITH SUBSTANTIAL DOCUMENTATION, JOSEPHSON BRINGS HIS READER TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT EXACTLY HAS BEEN DONE TO ENSLAVE THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC AND WHAT MEANS WE HAVE TO STOP THE PROCESS TODAY.

The "Federal" Reserve Conspiracy and the Rockefellers takes the reader to the origins of the fantastic conspiracy to establish the money-creation monopoly known as the FED. 24 chapters tie in the leading manipulators, their backgrounds, hired minions, and the machinery they used to achieve their Draconian ends. As the author states in his Preface, "This is the story of the true-to-life prototype of Ian Fleming's Goldfinger. The truth, in this instance, is stranger, more menacing and frightening than fiction.

The Truth About Rockefeller zeroes in mercilessly on America's wealthiest and possibly most treasonous family. In Josephson's view, the greatest threat posed by the Rockefellers is the family's psychopathic obsession to stop at nothing in its quest for social, economic and political dominance. The author draws from the historic U.S. Supreme Court decision in the Rockefeller Standard Oil criminal prosecution case, which stated, "For the safety of the Republic we now decree that the dangerous conspiracy must be ended by November 15, 1911." But the conspiracy did not end by that time, as the reader finds out in tracking the power-mad family from the turn of the century into modern times. Pp. 280pp. Bibli.

The Strange Death of Franklin D. Roosevelt not only traces the dynastic growth of this synthetically "liberal" family, but sheds considerable light on the mysterious circumstances surrounding FDR's paralysis and death. What is so disturbing about the Roosevelt family tree? When did the Rockefeller empire and Roosevelt dynasty merge—and what did this portend for all Americans? Who really authored FDR's "New Deal" and what pressures accompanied its final revolutionary adoption? Ultimately, what was the unannounced Rooseveltian goal and what role did Pearl Harbor play in its realization? Pp. 294pp. Index.
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Gov. Nelson Rockefeller Visits Khrushchev's Quarters At Waldorf Astoria Tower; And Cordially And Comradely Greets Him. False Headlines Say That They Met "For The First Time" and "As Total Strangers". Khrushchev Boasts That He Receives Secret Codes, Money And All "Secret" Reports From Rockefeller Dominated CIA Quislings. (World Wide News)
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